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Saul 'Canelo' Alvarez has warned Caleb Plant he 'will feel something different' as the two fighters stepped up their war of words in a tense weigh-in late on Friday night. The Mexican and the ...

Saul 'Canelo' Alvarez warns Caleb Plant he 'will feel something different' in unification fight in Las Vegas as rivals trade verbal blows in tense weigh-in
How is it possible to have too much of a good thing? Burrow has gotten so comfortable with Chase that he has started sleepwalking through games, and it caught up with them during the Browns game.

4 things we learned from the Bengals’ embarrassing loss to the Browns
Milwaukee County District Attorney John Chisholm has launched an internal review of the case. Story continues In the case, Brooks was charged with two felonies (second-degree recklessly endangering ...

Woman said Darrell Brooks 'tried to kill her' when he ran over her in early November in Milwaukee
The trial judge sentenced Reeves to death on the recommendation of the jury. Defense lawyers at Reeves' trial had funds to hire a neuropsychologist, Dr. John Goff, but ultimately did not do so. At a ...

January execution date for Alabama man convicted in slaying
The new regime at UK Athletics have pulled a u-turn by rehiring one of the key members of staff who departed under the previous CEO Joanna Coates. In a move that has been privately interpreted as ...

UK Athletics reappoint their former events director Cherry Alexander in a surprise U-turn by crisis-hit organisation's new regime, after her exit under previous CEO Joanna ...
Wayne Pivac saw forwards WillGriff John and Will Rowlands withdraw from the squad due to concussions on Wednesday, and faces late calls on the fitness of Josh Adams (calf), Aaron Wainwright ...

Wales are keen to show their strength in depth against Australia, says Nick Tompkins
Carlo Ancelotti insists Vinicius Jr is well on his way to becoming 'one of the best in the world' after his late heroics for Real Madrid against Sevilla. The Brazillian produced an incredible ...

Carlo Ancelotti insists Real Madrid sensation Vinicius Jr has taken 'another step' on the road to becoming 'one of the best in the world' after his wonderstrike against Sevilla
We have spoken to some of those privy to the financials of the situation and they fear the Championship club is ‘sleepwalking’ towards oblivion, and that the optimism of the administrators is ...

Derby face LIQUIDATION unless HMRC agree to write off debt
Sheffield United midfielder John Fleck has been released from hospital after collapsing on the pitch during his side's Championship fixture with Reading on Tuesday night. The Blades were leading ...

Sheffield United's John Fleck is released from hospital after collapsing on the pitch at Reading
Christian Eriksen is using the training ground of his former side Odense as he continues to build up his fitness in a bid to return to professional football. Eriksen suffered a cardiac arrest ...

Christian Eriksen returns to his old side Odense to use their training ground with his personal coach as the Denmark international builds up his fitness after suffering a ...
Deontay Wilder was doomed from the outset of his heavyweight trilogy fight with Tyson Fury due to his jab-heavy approach to the contest, Anthony Joshua has claimed. The Bronze Bomber vowed to ...

Anthony Joshua says Deontay Wilder was doomed from the outset against Tyson Fury as the Bronze Bomber lacked the fighting intelligence to carry out jab-heavy approach
Robert Lewandowski's Bayern Munich team-mate Thomas Muller has taken to LinkedIn to express his dismay over the Poland star's Ballon d'Or snub. Lewandowski missed out to Lionel Messi on the award ...

Thomas Muller takes to LINKEDIN to blast Robert Lewandowski's 'disappointing' Ballon d'Or snub and tells Lionel Messi his Bayern Munich team-mate 'deserved it more'
Jurgen Klopp admits it is hard to agree with the decision to overlook Robert Lewandowski for the Ballon d'Or this year. Klopp managed the Poland international while at Borussia Dortmund, before ...

Jurgen Klopp admits he is baffled by the Ballon d'Or and says it's 'tricky' for any player to beat Lionel Messi to the top prize after Robert Lewandowski missed out... as he ...
Joe Cole expects Newcastle United will try to buy their way out of trouble with a 300million spending spree in the January transfer window. The Magpies are rooted to the bottom of the Premier ...

Joe Cole claims rock bottom Newcastle will splash 300m on players in January in bid to beat the drop.. and says 'fantastic' Eddie Howe is the right man for the job
Edinson Cavani wants to leave Manchester United at the end of the season and join Barcelona. That's according to The Times, who say that the 34-year-old Uruguay forward has a long-held desire to ...

Edinson Cavani 'wants to leave Manchester United' when his contract expires next summer 'and fulfill a long-held ambition of playing for Barcelona' before he retires
Ousmane Dembele has no intention of signing a new Barcelona contract and those clubs wishing to sign him are reportedly offering a 20million ( 17m) signing-on bonus to secure his signature.

Barcelona: Ousmane Dembele 'has no intention of signing a new contract and wants to leave'
The president of Belenenses, who were forced to field a team of just nine players last week against Benfica, is planning to sue the Portuguese league official who required his team to play.

Covid-hit Belenenses suing league official who told the club to face Benfica with just NINE players
Zlatan Ibrahimovic has become the latest big name to say that Robert Lewandowski should have won the Ballon d'Or over Lionel Messi this week. Messi edged Lewandowski by 33 points on Monday to ...

Zlatan Ibrahimovic becomes the latest big name to say Robert Lewandowski should have beaten Lionel Messi to win the Ballon d'Or this week
Crystal Palace's manager Patrick Vieira felt his team were unlucky to lose 1-0 against Leeds on Tuesday night and admitted the Eagles' profligacy in front of goal was a major source of frustration.

Crystal Palace lacked cutting edge in defeat against Leeds, says Patrick Vieira
it’s all the same with my paintings," says John Prince Siddon (pictured Australia: Mix it all up).(Supplied: AGSA/Saul Steed) In 2021, JamFactory supported eight separate projects, each ...

Nestled at the foot of a mesa where the Kokati Indians still practice their ancient rituals in their isolated pueblo, the small town of Borrego becomes the focus of an insidious force that has targeted the teenagers of the New Mexico hamlet
The old mill has been silent for a hundred years, its dread secrets locked from view. Still, the people of Westover, Massachusetts, remember . . . and whisper of that terrible day when horrifying flames claimed eleven innocent young lives. The day the mill's doors
slammed shut--forever. But now, the last of the once-powerful Sturgess family is about to unlock those doors again . . . and unleash an elemental fury. For behind the padlocks, deep within the dark, abandoned building, a terrible vengeance waits. A vengeance conceived
in HELLFIRE.
Cassie Winslow is sixteen. She has just lost her mother in a terrible accident. Now, lonely and frightened, she has come to live with the father she barely knows and his new family in tiny False Harbor on Cape Cod. For Cassie, the strange, unsettling dreams that come to
her suddenly in the dead of night are merely the beginning. Very soon, Cassie Winslow will come to know the terrifying powers that are her gift. And in the village of False Harbor, nothing will ever be the same.
"All the right scares in all the right places." The Seattle Times A telephone rings in the dead of night with shocking news for single mother MaryAnne Carpenter: her friends the Wilkensons are suddenly, inexplicably dead, their only child, Joey, a sad and silent adolescent
and MaryAnne's godchild, abruptly orphaned. But as MaryAnne rushes with her family to the Wilkenson's ranch to embrace her young charge, disturbing questions mount. Was it an accident that killed her friends? Or murder? Now, as winter transforms the ranch into a
place of blinding, dangerous storms, a series of horrific murders, killings that suggest a raging animal and defy solution by the local police, draw ever closer to MaryAnne and her young family.
A powerful high-tech company. A postcard-pretty company town. Families. Children. Sunshine. Happiness. A high school football team that never-ever loses. And something else. Something horrible ... Now, there is a new family in town. A shy, nature-loving teenager. A
new hometown. A new set of bullies. Maybe the team's sports clinic can help him. Rebuild him. They won't hurt him again. They won't dare.
They call it the Academy. A secluded, cliff-top mansion overlooking the rugged Pacific coast. A school for children gifted -- or cursed -- with extraordinary minds. Children soon to come under the influence of an intelligence even more brilliant than their own -- and
unspeakably evil. For within this mind a dark plan is taking form. A plan so horrifying, no one will believe it. No one but the children. And for them it is already too late. Too late, unless one young student can resist the seductive invitation that will lead... into the Shadows.
From the bestselling author of "Guardian," "Creature," and "Black Lightning," a spine-tingling tale of all-consuming evil as riveting and chilling as any he has ever produced. It will be a sweet homecoming for Karen Spellman. After years of living in Los Angeles, the pretty,
young widow and her two daughters are returning to the lush countryside of Pleasant Valley, where Karen grew up. In this verdant, fertile place, Karen hopes to find not only a refuge from urban chaos, but love, for she is going home to marry her high school sweetheart.
But something sinister awaits her. Something as primal as nature, as demonic as hell itself. For long ago, a shadowy menace stalked Pleasant Valley. A menace forgotten, thought dead. But only sleeping. Now Karen's homecoming will become a confrontation with terror
as she battles to protect her daughters from a malign, preternatural force that must satisfy its gruesome thirst for innocent prey . . .
The serene existence of the inhabitants of picture-perfect Secret Cove is shattered by the one-hundred-year anniversary of a young woman's unspeakable act, and young Melissa Holloway becomes the unwilling receptacle for this legacy of evil
The children were waiting. Waiting for centuries. Waiting for someone to hear their cries. Now nine-year-old Christine Lyons has come to live in the house on the hill -- the house where no children have lived for fifty years. Now little Christie will sleep in the oldfashioned nursery on the third floor. Now Christie's terror will begin.
After Caroline and her two children move into her new spouse's apartment on Central Park West, her son's instinctive misgivings become a horrifying reality when a young girl vanishes and Caroline's daughter begins to waste away.
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